Our name, **Sontiq**, is derived from the Latin word “sonticus” meaning serious or critical. We’re serious about protecting the identities of our partners, clients and members.

**Sontiq’s Intelligent Identity Security** solutions focus on protecting every component of an identity in today’s highly volatile digital world where security incidents, cyber threats and data breaches are the norm. This ironclad protection is at the core of what Sontiq delivers.

**AN INFRASTRUCTURE TRANSFORMATION**

With the **Sontiq Intelligent Identity Security (IIS)** platform, we're fueling innovation with increased scalability and flexibility, enabling a frictionless partner experience. Additionally, **Sontiq IIS** delivers award-winning identity theft protection that promotes a highly engaging, meaningful user experience to proactively identify, combat and fix fraud rapidly.

Sontiq continues to put users in control to mitigate exposure to identity crimes and fraud.
Sontiq IIS delivers a streamlined user experience for all its product brands, while including a highly scalable, flexible and rich set of capabilities for its partner ecosystem.

User-centric experience for increased adoption
A visually-driven experience to accelerate the identification of critical identity threat alerts so action can be taken immediately.

One-click access to dedicated Resolution Specialists means a faster fix to identity fraud
Easily submit a case of suspected fraud, in real-time, to Sontiq’s U.S.-based resolution team. This initiates a review and kicks off our personalized resolution process.

State-of-the-art proactive monitoring to increase protection bandwidth
Native machine learning Dark Web Monitoring capabilities continuously monitor sensitive PII, coupled with artificial intelligence algorithms that identify a user’s unique risk of having PII exposed in a data breach.

Privacy and security capabilities extended for increased peace of mind
Increased privacy and security capabilities that include mandatory two-factor (2FA) authentication, Identity Vault for encrypted storage of monitored personal and financial information, along with Secure Storage and Password Manager.

Social media monitoring for individuals, families and children
Since social media can be a gateway for compromising sensitive personal information, our service monitors Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram accounts for inappropriate activity, malicious links and posts that could be perceived as violent, are using profanity or could be categorized as cyberbullying or discriminatory.

Child identity theft monitoring to protect the vulnerable
Children are one of the most vulnerable groups as their stolen identities can go undetected for years until they start to build a credit history. Sontiq recognizes this and provides capabilities for protecting children’s identities and personal information, including social media identity monitoring.

Empowerment through education to help mitigate fraud and scam exposure
A focus on education and authoritative resources regarding the latest fraud, scam and identity threats, combined with financial resources to help improve credit score ratings.

Identity Theft Protection + Mobile Cybersecurity
Sontiq’s mobile apps provide anywhere, anytime access to keep personal information safe. The apps also include layers of device protection against a wide array of threats including spyware, unsecured Wi-Fi connections and the detection of fake or spoofed networks. Additionally, the apps include Secure My Network (VPN), to ensure a secure internet connection anywhere.

ABOUT SONTIQ
Sontiq, a TransUnion company, is an intelligent identity security company arming businesses and consumers with a full range of award-winning identity and cyber monitoring solutions, as well as best-in-class restoration and response offerings. Sontiq products empower millions of customers and organizations to be less vulnerable to the financial and emotional consequences of identity theft and cybercrimes. Sontiq has an outstanding track record for delivering high-touch support and fraud remediation services, demonstrated through its 99% customer satisfaction ratings. https://www.sontiq.com
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